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Abstract
Existing methods for sentiment analysis in videos rely on
extensive training on large labeled datasets, making them
expensive and impractical for real-world applications. This
challenge becomes even more complex when dealing with
labeled data in different modalities. To address these limita-
tions, we proposed a transfer learning method and a com-
putational tool that leverage pre-trained models for each
modality and employ modality consensus to automatically
annotate video segments. Our tool implements neural net-
works with attention mechanisms to learn the significance of
each modality during the learning process. The experimental
results demonstrate that our tool surpasses unimodal meth-
ods and remains competitive with multimodal approaches,
even when labeled data for analyzing new videos are unavail-
able. Moreover, the tool is publicly available, thereby serving
as a competitive baseline for similar multimodal sentiment
analysis methods.

Keywords: video sentiment analysis, transfer learning, mul-
timodal learning

1 Introduction
The ever-expanding landscape of various media and social
networks, including platforms like YouTube and news sites,
led to a vast proliferation of videos expressing opinions on
diverse subjects [4]. This surge in video content prompted
companies to seek ways to extract valuable insights from
these videos, enabling them to comprehend their audience’s
perceptions of their products. Additionally, political parties
have a vested interest in understanding public opinions, par-
ticularly concerning the population’s voting intentions [3].

In response, sentiment analysis aims to automatically ex-
tract specific emotional reactions expressed by entities to-
wards particular objects [11]. Text-based sentiment analysis
systems have been developed to focus primarily on a speech
from interlocutors [9], including captions and audio tran-
scriptions while neglecting other crucial characteristics like
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visual attributes. Relying solely on speech transcription over-
looks valuable data for evaluation, such as gestures and facial
expressions [2]. Consequently, there has been a recent surge
in multimodal sentiment analysis [5], which explores diverse
video data representations by establishing connections be-
tween unimodal models.
Our focus lies on developing a multimodal model with

the capability to analyze both visual and textual characteris-
tics of a video, extracting the expressed sentiment over time.
While existing studies have presented promising solutions
for multimodal video sentiment analysis [11], there are draw-
backs that limit their applicability in real-world scenarios.
The latest studies predominantly rely on deep learning meth-
ods, necessitating large datasets for model training. Thus, we
address the following question: "How can we train a multi-
modal sentiment analysis model in an unsupervised manner?"
Our proposed method entails two key steps. Firstly, we

explore pre-trained general-purpose models specifically de-
signed for sentiment analysis in images (facial expressions)
and texts (captions and transcriptions). Leveraging these
pre-existing models allows us to extract valuable features
from the visual and textual components of the videos. Sec-
ondly, we present neural network that incorporates attention
mechanisms during model training [7]. This neural network
uses the consensus reached from the sentiment classifica-
tions obtained through each unimodal model. By integrating
the outputs of these models with attention mechanisms, we
enhance the multimodal sentiment analysis.
The principal highlight of our proposed method, called

Transfer Learning-based Multimodal Video Sentiment Anal-
ysis (TF-MVSA), is its ability to conduct sentiment analysis
for videos without the need for labeled data during the train-
ing stage. We conducted an evaluation of the the impact of
each modality (textual and visual) on the fusion layer of the
neural network in a controlled transfer learning scenario.
Our experimental results showcased that fusing the modali-
ties using the attention mechanism and consensus strategy
from our model yielded superior performance compared to
individual (unimodal) models for each modality. Addition-
ally, this fusion approach proved to be competitive when
compared to (multimodal) voting strategies of the modalities.
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2 Multimodal Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is an automated method for extracting
and analyzing judgments about entities, using diverse rep-
resentations like enthusiasm, valence, and dominance. The
literature also presents discrete approaches for emotions and
sentiment representation [6].
Recently, there is a growing interest in multimodal sen-

timent analysis [12], focusing on exploring visual, textual,
and audio features. This has given rise to applications like
video sentiment analysis, demonstrated by projects such as
MOSI, MELD, and IEMOCAP [4, 8], enabling comprehensive
analysis of text, visual content, and audio.

Multimodal models can be classified into three categories:
Late fusion, Early fusion, and Hybrid fusion [10]. Late fusion
involves training unimodal models separately and merging
their outputs using voting mechanisms. Early fusion com-
bines unimodal models at the start of data processing to
create a single representation for multimodal training. Hy-
brid Fusion combines aspects of both late and early fusion
methods.

The approach proposed in this paper falls under the cate-
gory of Hybrid Fusion, since we combine pre-trained models
for each modality and employing modality consensus during
the annotation of video segments (early fusion), and then we
merge the outputs of these unimodal models using attention
mechanisms and neural networks (late fusion).

3 Transfer Learning-based Multimodal
Video Sentiment Analysis (TF-MVSA)

The architecture of the proposed method, TF-MVSA ex-
plores multimodal sentiment analysis using hybrid fusion. It
combines emotion recognition from facial expressions and
sentiment analysis from captions to classify the sentiment
of videos. Figure 1 provides an overview of the TF-MVSA
method.
TF-MVSA employs a fine-tuned RoBERTa model for sen-

timent classification, as proposed by Zhang et al. [13], en-
abling general-purpose sentiment analysis for new videos.
To extract visual features from facial expressions and for
sentiment classification in faces, we adopt a real-time opti-
mized convolutional neural network (CNN) introduced by
Valdenegro-Toro et al. [1].

The pre-trained models mentioned earlier are utilized to
train the multimodal model through unimodal consensus.
Once the unimodal analysis is complete, we align the results
and train the multimodal model specifically for cases where
the unimodalities exhibit agreement. For the cases where
the unimodalities do not reach a consensus, we consider the
classification output provided by the TF-MVSA multimodal
model as the final result.

In our multimodal approach, we employ fusion layers with
an attention mechanism. This merging technique aims to
train the model to discern the relative importance of each

modality concerning sentiment polarity. As a result, our
TF-MVSA method enables the adaptation of modality impor-
tance on the agreements obtained in the late fusion stage.

One of the key advantages of TF-MVSA is its ability to ac-
complish sentiment classification without requiring labeled
data from the new video. This is achieved through training a
multimodal model that takes inputs from the text and image
models’ embeddings, while utilizing the outputs obtained
from pre-trained models as labels. By adopting this transfer
learning approach, the model can effectively generalize to
new video domains. In brief, the main functionalities of this
TF-MVSA tool are:

• Fusion ofMultimodal Information: By incorporat-
ing embeddings from both text and image models as
inputs, TF-MVSA achieves multimodal fusion, effec-
tively integrating information from multiple sources.
This integration enhances the model’s overall perfor-
mance and comprehension.

• Generalization toUnseenDomains: Benefiting from
its transfer learning approach, the model demonstrates
robust generalization to previously unseen video do-
mains, making it versatile and adaptable to diverse
contexts.

4 Experimental Evaluation
To understand the TF-MVSA training performance, we cre-
ate synthetic embeddings simulating various noise levels
and error rates, enabling a controlled transfer learning sce-
nario. We compare the results with simple unimodal models
through the training of dense networks and random mod-
els. Additionally, we measure the performance difference
between the late fusion model (baseline) and our hybrid
model.
Figure 2a provides an overview of our experimental re-

sults. Each point represents the 𝐹1−𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 obtained by testing
a specific model, while the box plots depict the distribution
of points associated with its corresponding color. The blue
points represent the performance of our proposed multi-
modal hybrid fusion model, the red points symbolize the
unimodal image model, the green points depict the unimodal
text model, the purple points characterize the multimodal
late fusion model, and the orange points symbolize a random
model.
We observed that the 𝐹1 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 distribution obtained

by the two unimodal models correlates with the total noise
embedded in their respective modalities. The multimodal hy-
brid fusion model achieved the best results, followed by the
multimodal late fusion model. This finding demonstrates the
effectiveness of our proposed TF-MVSA approach in iden-
tifying the significance of each modality during the fusion
stage.

Figure 2b illustrates the mean distribution of the 𝐹1−𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
obtained by each model concerning the probability of the
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed TF-MVSA tool.

unimodal image model correctly classifying sentiments. For
the unimodal text model, we use the complement of this
probability (e.g., if the image model has a 0.75 probability
of correct sentiment classification, the text model has a 0.25
probability).
In this figure, the hybrid fusion model’s curve resembles

a parabola. As the accuracy of the image model increases,
the hybrid model prioritizes the image modality, and when
the image model’s accuracy is low, it prioritizes the textual
modality. However, when the probabilities of both modali-
ties are close to 50%, the multimodal hybrid model decides
which modality to prioritize, leading to decreased perfor-
mance. It is important to highlight the significant improve-
ment TF-MVSA achieved compared to the traditional late
fusion model. Additionally, multimodal models demonstrate
their effectiveness compared to unimodal models.

4.1 TF-MVSA tool
Based on the analyses conducted earlier, a software tool
for sentiment analysis for YouTube videos has been devel-
oped. Figure 3 demonstrates an example of the TF-MVSA
tool in action. The three images present respectively, sen-
timent analysis from caption text, sentiment analysis from
facial expression. multimodal sentiment analysis using the
hybrid fusion approach. The tool combines the strengths of
unimodal models to enhance sentiment analysis accuracy
and provide valuable insights from different modalities.
From a social perspective, this computational tool holds

significant potential for social organizations. By utilizing
TF-MVSA to analyze sentiments expressed in videos avail-
able on social media, these organizations can gain valuable
insights into public sentiment towards various social causes.
From a business perspective, companies can leverage this
tool to gain valuable insights into what their users truly think
and feel about their products and services. Finally, from an
academic perspective, we believe that TF-MVSA is as a com-
petitive baseline for multimodal sentiment analysis methods.
Its ability to leverage existing pre-trained models and per-
form sentiment analysis without relying on annotated data
in the target videos is a significant advantage.

4.2 Privacy, License, and Access
This academic tool is a technologically advanced and scientif-
ically developed solution, available for private, commercial,
or legal entities use without territorial restrictions. It op-
erates under an open-source GNU General Public License,
allowing users to freely use, modify, and share the software.
The tool does not retain ownership of the data collected, nor
does it bear responsibility for its usage.

5 Concluding Remarks
The paper introduces unsupervised multimodal video sen-
timent analysis using a transfer learning strategy with pre-
trained models. The proposed method generates the TF-
MVSA tool, that utilizes a hybrid fusion strategy to combine
textual and visual embeddings from these models. The eval-
uation transfer learning over synthetic datasets and a demo
tool applicable to YouTube videos.

We provide a demonstration video showcasing TF-MVSA’s
output and the source code for result reproducibility:

• Demonstration video: TF-MVSA’s output on a bench-
mark video from the MOSI repository. Available at:
https://youtu.be/VWjdd9-3CNs

• TF-MVSA Source code: An anonymized GitHub repos-
itory with installation and execution instructions. Ad-
ditionally, a Jupyter Notebook guides TF-MVSA exe-
cution from a YouTube video ID. Available at: https:
//github.com/Vakihito/SentimentYoutube

While our Transfer Learning-basedMultimodal Video Sen-
timent Analysis (TF-MVSA) tool shows promising results,
there are some directions for future research:

• Real-time Analysis: Optimizing TF-MVSA for real-
time sentiment analysis to enable applications in live
video streams and social media platforms.

• Multilingual Support: Extending TF-MVSA to sup-
port sentiment analysis in videos with diverse lan-
guages to cater to a wider range of content.

• User Interaction: Incorporating user feedback mech-
anisms, such as active learning, to continuously im-
prove the TF-MVSA tool performance over time.
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Figure 2. Comparison of experimental results.

(a) Text Caption (Unimodal) (b) Facial Expression (Unimodal) (c) TF-MVSA (Multimodal)

Figure 3. TF-MVSA tool demonstration over a MOSI benchmark video. In the textual modality, sentiments are color-coded in
captions (green=positive, red=negative, white=neutral). For the visual modality, sentiment labels appear above face rectangles.
In the multimodal version, a consensus sentiment is displayed in the top-left corner, combining both modalities’ information.
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